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Floriculture Practicum

1. When consulting with a bride, a typical bouquet style to consider includes all but which of the following?
a. Cascade
b. Hand-tied
c. Arm bouquet
d. Hair Bouquet

2. When preparing arrangements for a wedding, which of the following arrangements can only be
three-sided?

a. Altar arrangement
b. Bridesmaid bouquet
c. Reception centerpieces
d. Cake table arrangement

3. What is one way that a floral designer can suggest to brides to save money on floral arrangements?
a. Having less bridesmaids
b. Reusing ceremony flowers at the reception
c. Not spreading rose petals on the aisle
d. Not using fresh flowers on the cake

4. When should a floral designer typically require full payment to be made?
a. Two months before the wedding
b. Two weeks before the wedding
c. On the wedding day
d. Within two weeks after the wedding

5. When designing corsages for a wedding, the designer must know where the corsage will be worn to
design and construct it properly. Where are corsages usually not worn?

a. The wrist
b. The lapel
c. The left shoulder
d. The arm
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Use the table for questions 6-10. A bride at an upcoming wedding is requesting 6 bridesmaid bouquets for her
wedding party. Your shop will not charge a labor fee on this order since there are delivery, set-up, and
tear-down charges on the final invoice.

Qty Needed per Bouquet Material Wholesale Qty Wholesale Cost

10 Rose 25 $34.75

6 Ranunculus 10 $22.25

5 Scabiosa 10 $11.75

6 Stock 10 $11.99

⅙ Bunch Eucalyptus Bunch Weight 9.25

1/10 Bunch Salal Tips Bunch Weight 4.00

2 yards #9 Ribbon 30 yards 6.99

6. What is the total wholesale cost of one bridesmaid bouquet?
a. $40.38
b. $42.78
c. $48.33
d. $51.22

7. What is the total retail cost of the soft goods in one bouquet (using a standard mark-up, pre-tax)?
a. $108.10
b. $126.96
c. $148.12
d. $151.34

8. What is the total retail cost of one bouquet (using a standard mark-up, pre-tax)?
a. $141.33
b. $148.12
c. $149.27
d. $158.48

9. What is the total cost that the bride will pay for the 6 bouquets after tax?
a. $902.52
b. $969.51
c. $1,173.28
d. $1,270.08

10. After the florist orders flowers from the wholesaler, the bride requests to add a 7th bouquet for another
bridesmaid. Assuming the florist ordered the minimum number of wholesale units to make 6 bouquets,
will they have enough flowers left over to make the 7th bouquet without ordering more flowers?

a. Yes
b. No, there will not be enough roses left
c. No, there will not be enough ribbon left
d. No, there will not be enough of several flowers left


